Abstract-The three-dimensional spatial arrangement of the cortical microcirculatory system is critical for understanding oxygen exchange between blood vessels and brain cells. A three-dimensional computer model of a 3 9 3 9 3 mm 3 subsection of the human secondary cortex was constructed to quantify oxygen advection in the microcirculation, tissue oxygen perfusion, and consumption in the human cortex. This computer model accounts for all arterial, capillary and venous blood vessels of the cerebral microvascular bed as well as brain tissue occupying the extravascular space. Microvessels were assembled with optimization algorithms emulating angiogenic growth; a realistic capillary bed was built with space filling procedures. The extravascular tissue was modeled as a porous medium supplied with oxygen by advection-diffusion to match normal metabolic oxygen demand. The resulting synthetic computer generated network matches prior measured morphometrics and fractal patterns of the cortical microvasculature. This morphologically accurate, physiologically consistent, multi-scale computer network of the cerebral microcirculation predicts the oxygen exchange of cortical blood vessels with the surrounding gray matter. Oxygen tension subject to blood pressure and flow conditions were computed and validated for the blood as well as brain tissue. Oxygen gradients along arterioles, capillaries and veins agreed with in vivo trends observed recently in imaging studies within experimental tolerances and uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
Oxygen transport is critical for the brain to meet the rapidly changing metabolic demands during neuronal firing. Neurovascular coupling is a mechanism for matching the rise in the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism of neurons with a local increase in cerebral blood flow. 45 Recent studies have begun to uncover the significance of the spatial arrangement of the cortical microvasculature for oxygen supply. 22, 24, 54 The morphology of cerebral microcirculation appears to play a significant role in ensuring adequate oxygen transport from the blood to brain cells.
A series of anatomical and physiological studies by Duvernoy, Cassot, and Lauwers delineated the morphometrics of blood vessels in the cerebral cortex. 6, 7, 12, 38 Their studies uncovered the particular arrangement of cortical blood vessels centering around pial draining veins which are irrigated by three to six penetrating arterioles. 12 Recent topology studies confirmed the spatial allocation of the cortical microvasculature. 3, 22 Fresh arterial blood enters each territory through the leptomeningeal vessels depicted in Fig. 1a , which discharge into descending arterioles shown in Fig. 1b . From the cortical surface, descending-often also referred to as penetrating-arterioles dive into the gray matter carrying blood and oxygen deeper into the cerebral cortex. Figure 1c shows descending arterioles traversing the six cortical layers where they bifurcate into gradually narrowing binary trees, whose terminal leaves discharge into the capillary bed. The capillary bed does not conform to a binary tree, because it contains anastomoses which create loops. The multiscale morphometrics of binary arterial and venous trees as opposed to the mesh-like capillary bed was studied in detail. 42 A single endothelial cell layer lines the capillary wall thus creating a large mass exchange surface between oxygen-rich blood and the extravascular space. Mass transfer also occurs between arterioles and venules.
Red blood cells traveling with the blood stream carry oxyhemoglobin which can release free oxygen into the plasma. Oxyhemoglobin dissociation is facilitated by a basicity-mediated conformational change in hemoglobin. Blood pH is reduced by carbonic acid which is a byproduct of cellular respiration. 30 Free plasma oxygen permeates the vessel endothelial layer and diffuses to brain cells driven by concentration gradients. Due to the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism, oxygen tension in the extravascular tissue is lower than in the blood stream.
However, oxygen exchange between the microvessels and the brain cells, especially with respect to the spatial arrangement of vessels, have not been fully quantified. Goldman proved that random and tortuous blood vessel networks greatly enhance mixing and oxygen distribution compared to evenly spaced, ordered vessel configurations. 18 Boas developed in vivo optical measurements of tissue oxygenation in relation to cerebral blood flow. Their experiments are beginning to unravel the spatiotemporal characteristics of the blood flow and oxygen responses after neuronal activation. 4, 27 Their computational models also explored the evolution of tissue oxygen tension around a single cylindrical blood vessel, as well as for a more realistic anatomical microvessel network of the rat. 14 Plouraboue reconstructed microvascular networks from synchrotron CT images to investigate coupling and robustness of intra-cortical vascular territories. 20, 22 Weber emphasizes the need for topologically accurate models to investigate the effect of local vascular dilation and occlusion on the flow in the surrounding network. 24, 54, 61 Lorthois, Cassot and Lauwers demonstrated the quantitative relationship between the diameter of a pial draining vein and the size of the surrounding neuronal activated area. 38, 43, 44 Anatomically and physiologically accurate computer models are an important tool for analyzing tissue metabolism coupled to micro-hemodynamics. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of several recent microvasculature models. These computational methods can address the need for (i) better interpreting optical measurements acquired in open cranial windows in rodents, 3, 60 (ii) for exploring intracellular transport phenomena on length scales currently not accessible to imaging methods, 34, 35 and (iii) for making inferences for humans 38, 44 for whom invasive experimentation is not an option.
This work introduces a detailed three-dimensional computer model for cerebral microcirculation inside a subsection of the human secondary cerebral cortex. A network model was used to perform hemodynamic simulations of the microcirculation. The microvessel network was embedded inside the extravascular space to compute the oxygen exchange between blood and cortical brain tissue. Hemodynamic characteristics of blood flow, convective transport, and oxygen perfusion to the cortical tissue were predicted. In addition to computing blood oxygen tension, oxygen gradients around arteries and capillaries were predicted at different cortical depths. We validated critical morphometric and hemodynamic predictions against prior experimental studies in the open literature. Oxygen gradients predicted for a relatively large cortical domain (27 mm 3 subsection of the secondary cortex in humans) matches trends observed in in vivo imaging studies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A three-dimensional model of the microcirculatory system inside a 3 9 3 9 3 mm 3 subsection of the human secondary cortex was generated with principles illustrated in Fig. 1 . The morphometrics of our artificial microcirculation matched human experimental data acquired with confocal microscopy by Lauwers, 38 the comparison of the model with prior experiments are summarized in Fig. 2 . The vascular network was embedded inside the porous brain tissue. For modeling the extravascular domain, we lumped the intracellular space, neurons and glial cells of the gray matter and meshed this space as a single continuum. Oxygen exchange between the blood and the porous tissue were computed by solving for advection, diffusion and metabolism simultaneously with custom-coded computer programs.
Microvasculature Construction
Because the spatial arrangement and hierarchal connectivity of all cerebral microvessels inside large domains such as the proposed cortical subsection of 27 mm 3 are not easy to acquire experimentally, 81 we generated an anatomically consistent computer model of cortical oxygen exchange. Customized vessel construction algorithms ensured proper topology of the microvessels and blood flow rheology. Different construction principles accounted for structural differences between arterial and venous trees, in contrast to the mesh-like capillary bed. The resulting computer model of the detailed microvascular network is a cyclic graph of logically connected cylindrical segments. Figure 1d gives an overview of the microvasculature construction principles used to generate the microcirculatory system.
Arterioles and Veins
A backbone of visible larger vessels was generated by geometric reconstruction from high resolution cortical images, 12 which matches the morphology of the pial arteries. The conversion of image data into computational meshes is executed with image analysis techniques described elsewhere. 40 Laminar microvessel density, diameter spectra, and capillary arrangement were used as the geometric basis for our model. In the model, the blood supply to the cortical subsection was provided by a single larger pial artery (inner diameter, d i = 150 lm) and drained by only one pial surface vein (d i = 180 lm), which compares well to the topological observations of the human brain. 12 The pial network bifurcated into 36 penetrating arterioles (d i = 40 lm ± 1 lm). The location of arteriole penetrations centered in circular patterns around 12 draining veins (d i = 115 lm ± 5 lm), a spatial pattern originally discovered by Duvernoy. Penetrating arterioles descended from the cortical surface about 2.5 mm deep into cortex reaching down to the gray-white matter intersection. 12 The backbone of penetrating arterioles was extended by sprouting additional arterial bifurcations into the six cortical layers. The smaller artificially generated segments were added using constrained constructive optimization (CCO) invented by Schreiner [31] [32] [33] 63 with desired segments-per-volume and fractal order. 32, 33 The location of the bifurcation coordinates as well as the hydraulic diameters of the two branching segment were determined, so that each terminal leaf of the emerging vascular tree discharged equal flow, yet whose blood lumen was minimal. 31 During sequential segment addition, geometric constraints prohibit segment overlap, as well as enforce morphologically consistent bifurcation angles and smooth vessel diameter transitions. 19, 71 Optimal segment position was determined by solving the non-linear constrained optimization problem given in Eq. (1) . Figure 3 illustrates the geometric optimization, where x ! is the optimal position of the bifurcation fork leading to the minimum tree volume, d i and l i are the segment diameters and lengths, DP is the pressure drop, and F i is the volumetric flow rate across segment i. Equality constraints enforce that overall tree dimensions and morphology satisfy the simplified flow equations. Note that this simple flow model is only used for constructing vascular trees, the actual hemodynamic simulations are described later in Eqs. (2)-(4). Microvascular tree growth involves random segment addition and the repeated solution of global minimization problems, until the diameters of terminal leafs in the gradually thinning binary tree narrowed to about 12 lm, the physiologic diameter of the pre-capillaries. Segment addition requires repeated solutions of Eq. (1) which we implemented with non-linear constrained optimization algorithms developed by our group. 69, 79, 80 The resulting network is an acyclic binary graph composed of cylindrical elements, where N is the number of segments belonging to the tree. 76 The volume density for the synthetic human microvasculature is lower than the macaque, as reflected in the values reported in Table 2 . (f) Diameter dependent viscosity as determined by the Fahraeus-Lindqvist equation (Eq. 4) in comparison to values reported by Boas 4 and Takahashi. 68 In the simulations, we used Hd 5 0.45.
Minimum tree volume optimization
For the venous drainage, tree generation was executed in reverse order until all tributary branches connected to the trunk of the single draining vein, which in turn discharged into the network of pial veins.
Capillaries
The capillary bed is not a tree, but a cyclic graph whose bifurcations and anastomoses form loops. 39 Existing algorithms like CCO, 31, 63 angiogenic 61, 62, 67 or fractal growth 54 do not generate mesh-like capillary structures. We created anatomically realistic capillary beds by a novel triangulate-prune-smooth procedure. To build a capillary artifact with desired topology, the domain was meshed by tetrahedral Delaunay triangulation. The dual of the Delaunay mesh, known as a Voronoi mesh, was generated using TetGen. 65 The edges of the each cell of the Voronoi dual mesh constitute the preliminary capillary network, and overall mesh structure was adjusted so that average Voronoi cell edge length was approximately equal to the desired mean capillary segment length. The implementation details of the novel computational method to synthesize realistic mesh-like capillary networks are given in Appendix 1.
Unfortunately, three-dimensional Voronoi meshes have trifurcations which occur rarely in vivo. To correct this, we removed one arc of each Voronoi cell, while avoiding the creation of dangling segments. This automatic pruning process ensured bifurcations in most junctions as observed in nature. In our final capillary bed, 86% of the 136,037 junctions were bifurcations. The perivascular space close to penetrating arteries exhibits a capillary-depleted zone as observed by Duvernoy 12 and Kasischke. 34 We accounted for a capillary-depleted zone in a radial distance of 50 lm around the larger penetrating arteries. Capillary vessels surrounding the vicinity of penetrating arterioles were removed only in the molecular layer.
The diameters of the preliminary Voronoi edges were smoothed for implementing a hemodynamically and anatomically sound normally distributed diameter spectrum found in real capillary beds, 38 as shown in Figs. 2a-2e. Segments with pressures associated with the watershed between arterial and venous sides were assigned the smallest vessel diameters. An iterative averaging scheme was executed, resulting in smooth diameter spectra in the capillary bed according to the probability density function in Fig. 2b . To further procure realistic pressure drops, the degree of tortuosity of the Voronoi tessellation can be altered by deploying Bezier interpolation of the connecting arcs. Structural parameters of the tessellation, such as vessel density and edge length were controlled to ensure accurate morphometrics and realistic hemodynamic resistance. Additional information on Bezier arcs can be found in Appendix 2. Furthermore, one study found that the density of microvessels does not match the strong variations in neuronal density, 34 other studies did report variations in vascular densities in different cortical layers in both animal models 76 and humans. 38 Microvasculature density is an easily adjustable model construction parameter, and was tuned to the laminar volume fraction patterns observed by Weber 76 as shown in Fig. 2e . Using the tree and mesh construction principles described above, a closed network connecting penetrating arterioles through the capillary bed to the draining vein emerged. A partial view showing only two venous territories is shown in Fig. 4 . Arteriole trees accounted for 8,388 segments, venous trees were composed of about 6,804 vessels, and the capillary bed is comprised of 241,697 segments. The entire microvasculature of the cortical subsection, shown in Fig. 5 , had 36 descending arterioles, 12 draining venules, and a dense capillary bed which altogether totaled more than 256,000 segments.
Hemodynamics
Blood flow was described using established hemodynamic network models. 52 Flow resistance of each cylindrical segment was approximated by the Poiseuille law as given in Eq. (3), where DP is pressure drop across a single segment, l is its length, d is the diameter, and a is the apparent blood flow resistance. The continuity equation was applied for each node shown in Eq. (2), where u is the steady state flow per area entering or leaving a network node. Due to low Womersley numbers (W o < 0.1), the pulsatile nature of cortical blood micro-flow can be ignored, and a quasisteady flow assumption is reasonable. 1 Because of the 
(c) FIGURE 4 . Partial view of the territories drained by two penetrating venules with their six descending arterioles as well as the capillary bed, cut out from the 27 mm 3 subsection of the secondary cortex for better visibility. The six cortical layers of the extravascular space are occupied by brain tissue. The extravascular space is modeled as a porous medium into which oxygen is transported from the blood and metabolized by brain cells. (a) The nodal balance envelope encompasses the sum of half of the cylindrical volumes connected to it (red semi-cylinders). Blood convects oxygen with concentration C in into a nodal volume and out with concentration C b (red arrows). Oxygen exchange (purple arrow) occurs between the blood volume (node volume at C b ) and the extravascular tissue cell (tetrahedral cell at C t ). Oxygen can also diffuse freely inside the extravascular space (blue arrows). Oxygen diffusion and metabolism is solved by a finite volume method using an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. (b) Close up of microcirculatory pre-capillaries arterioles feeding the capillary bed, the site of oxygen mass exchange. (c). Detail of the continuous extravascular space composed of an unstructured tetrahedral mesh.
low Reynolds numbers in microcirculation (Re < 1), inertia is also neglected in our simplified fluid flow model. 16 The effect of biphasic blood rheology was approximated by the Fahraeus-Lindqvist equation in Eq. (4), which predict the apparent viscosity, g vitro , as a function of diameter, d, and hematocrit, 52 Hd, as shown in Fig 2f. Hematocrit distribution was assigned a constant value (Hd = 0.45). Viscosity is weakly dependent on hematocrit, as predicted by the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect, at the diameter range investigated in this paper. 51 For this reason, Pries' in vitro model for diameter dependent viscosity was implemented instead of in vivo models which are very sensitive to hematocrit levels. 51 Phase separation and plasma skimming are known to lead to lower hematocrit in microvessels (d 0 < 100 lm) compared to the systemic hematocrit. We chose for this study to maintain the constant hematocrit, although methods of Plouaboue 21 can be used to compute hematocrit variations in the blood flow network.
The pressure drop was set to 47 mmHg across the microcirculation from the pial arteriole (P arterial = 65 mmHg) 13 to the draining venule (P venous = 18 mmHg). 82 Capillaries at the boundary of our large cortical subsection were connected to similar size vessels at another boundary in the same cortical layer, thus implementing periodic boundary conditions. Due to the size of the computational domain, penetrating arteries and draining veins did not leave the subsection, thus not requiring special boundary closures necessary in thin computational models. The simultaneous solution of the discretized set of linear algebraic equations with Duff's MA48 algorithm 10 gave the pressure distribution in the nodes; the blood flow velocities were determined with Eq. (2) for all segments. In this first paper, we chose not to incorporate the phase separation effect in order to keep the blood flow model simple. Models for the inclusion of phase separation effects are established, 21 but still await experimental validation in the human cortex.
Blood Flow 
Oxygen Transport
Oxygen Perfusion from the Cerebral Microvasculature to the Cortical Tissue
For simulating oxygen exchange between blood and surrounding brain cells with tractable problem size, we developed a novel dual mesh technique using two computational domains: (i) a vasculature network of cylindrical segments to account for arterioles, capillaries and venules described in the previous section and (ii) a volumetric brain mesh surrounding the vascular network to represent the cell matrix.
The vascular network contained about 256,000 segments. Blood oxygen tension was assigned to the node of each vascular segment; this choice produced a favorable staggering of the oxygen field in relation to the flow field which is computed on the edges. Each vascular network node is located in exactly one tetrahedral cell. However, a tetrahedral cell may contain multiple vascular nodes. The spatial relation between a vascular network node with oxygen tension, C b , connecting two cylindrical vascular segments with their associated tetrahedral tissue cell with oxygen concentration, C t , is depicted in Fig. 4a . The species conservation for each network node was balanced with Eq. (5), where C b is the nodal oxygen concentration. V b is the blood volume associated with each node, which is equal to half of the sum of the cylindrical segment volumes connected to the node, C b . S b is the surface area of the semi-cylindrical segments connected to node, C b . The overall mass transfer coefficient, U, in Eq. (5) is a function of wall thickness, w, and the oxygen permeability of epithelial tissue K w with values given in Table 2 . Oxygen mass exchange is driven by the concentration difference between free oxygen in blood and oxygen concentration in the brain tissue, DC b2t . All molar oxygen concentrations were reported as partial pressures, assuming a temperature of 37°C, pH = 7.4, and the empirically derived gas solubility constant of 0.003 mL O 2 /100 mL/mmHg 2 . The vascular network was co-registered in the same spatial domain with an unstructured tetrahedral brain mesh as seen in Fig. 4 . The volumetric mesh representing the extravascular space was modeled as a single continuum with extracellular and intracellular space lumped together. The brain mesh was grouped into six cortical layers with the following depths scaled from imaging data 38 to the depth of 2.5 mm: 0-0.33 mm (I: molecular), 0.33-0.83 mm (II: external granular), 0.83-1.32 mm (III: external pyramidal), 1.32-1.68 mm (IV: internal granular), 1.68-2.02 mm (V: internal pyramidal), and 2.02-2.50 mm (VI, multiform). The finest mesh with 600,000 tetrahedral elements had an average edge length of 34 lm. We computed the oxygen concentration for each tissue cell, C t , by solving the oxygen conservation balance in Eq. (6) . Here V t is the volume of extravascular space, which is equal to the tetrahedral volume reduced by the outer lumen of all blood network nodes contained in the cell. Oxygen transfers from the blood into the tissue as a function of the concentration, DC b2t . Since each tetrahedral tissue cell may contain multiple vascular network nodes, Eq. (6) sums the mass transfer into the tissue cell from M vascular nodes. Oxygen is also consumed at a cellular metabolic rate. The metabolic oxygen demand for normal brain activity 45 expressed as the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption, was set to CMRO = 8. 25 cm 2 /s. All parameters and constants are listed in Table 2 .
The boundary conditions for the oxygen exchange simulations include a constant pial oxygen partial pressure of, C in = 85 mmHg. For the gray-white matter interface we assumed zero oxygen exchange. All boundaries of the large cortical subsection were assigned symmetric boundary conditions as shown in Eq. (6) . Table 3 summarizes all types of boundary conditions and values for the vascular network and tissue domains.
Oxygen exchange between blood and tissue was solved simultaneously after full discretization of Eqs. (5)-(6) over the two domain meshes using finite volume techniques developed by our group. 39 Repeated simulations with increasingly fine meshes, ranging from 140,000 to 600,000 volumetric elements, established mesh-independence at 400,000 elements as shown in Fig. 6a . The steady state spatial distribution of oxygen in the tissue (400,000 equations) and the vascular network (256,000 equations) was solved simultaneously (656,000 equations) with an iterative SOR 29 method. The simulation solved on a 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor in less than eight CPU minutes.
RESULTS

Morphometrics
The statistics of Figs. 2a-2e summarize the morphological validation of the cortical microvasculature in terms of vessel density, diameter, and length. 38 The mean capillary diameter of 6.46 ± 2.7 lm agrees well with reported values 38 of 6.47 lm, as shown in Fig. 2c .
The mean distance between capillaries reported in Fig. 2d is 16-46 lm compared to 24-42 lm reported in previous work. 26, 34 73% of the tissue elements are no further than 40 lm away from the nearest blood vessel. Laminar volume fractions in Fig. 2e for the cortical subsection microvasculature match vascular topology studies by Weber, however the human trends are somewhat below those found in the Predicted oxygen tension stabilized after increasing the number of tetrahedral elements from 400,000 to 600,000. All results are reported for the 400,000 element mesh. (b) Microvasculature pressure gradients of multiple paths (paths 1-4 introduced in Fig. 6 ) from a penetrating arteriole to its corresponding draining venule of our subsection of the secondary cortex, compared to point measurements made to animal and computational models. The chosen pressure boundary conditions or pial arterioles (P arterial 5 65 mmHg) to the draining venule (P venous 5 18 mmHg) govern the pressure drop of the model. Trends compares well against empirical results 82 and models 4 with similar boundary conditions. macaque cortex. 76 Table 2 lists a vascular density of 9,487 vessels/mm 3 , compared to 7,473-14,069 vessels/mm 3 in prior human ex vivo measurements. 38 Segment length per unit volume was 601 mm/mm 3 , which lies within two standard deviations above an empirical ex vivo measurement in the human cortex. 38 The volume ratio of vessel lumen to surrounding extravascular space was 2.49%, comparing well to the range of 2.4-3.2% reported in other microvasculature studies shown in Table 2 . The capillary volume density is 1.43%; which compared well to the 1.0-1.5% capillary volume fraction reported in the literature. 38, 76 The lumen ratios between the arteriole, venous and capillary compartments were 29.4, 10.8 and 59.7%, which matches measurements in microvascular 4 and whole brain studies.
11,28
Flow and Oxygen Exchange in the Entire Subsection
The simulation results for blood flow and oxygen tension in a large cortical section are summarized in Fig. 5 . For clarity, the top row shows only the arterial and venous tree without capillary bed, the lower depicts the same results including the capillary bed. The blood flow simulations, the pial arterial inlet pressure was set to 65 mmHg, the pial venous drain had 18 mmHg.
Currently the experimental evidence for pial arterial pressure in humans in scarce. Espagno 13 performed blood pressure measurement on cortical arteries of several dozen patients prior to removing cortical tumors. Averaged pressure measurements in ''submillimeter'' pial arteries, without precisely specifying the diameters vary over a range. The blood pressure throughout the entire microvasculature subsection of the cortex are shown in Fig. 5a . A comparison of pressure drops to three models by other researchers is shown in Fig. 6b . The scarcity in the experimental evidence about pial blood pressures is reflected by the wide variations among different models. However, the overall trends seem to be similar, except for choices in boundary conditions. The differences between predictions for microcirculatory models are expected to align better as soon as reliable pressure measurements become available. The volumetric blood flow rate is depicted in Fig. 5c . The oxygen tension in the microvasculature of the entire domain gradually drops from 85 mmHg in the pial artery down to 40 mmHg in pial vein as depicted in Fig. 5b . The redirected oxygen extraction compares well to cortical measurements. 73 To better analyze the flow and oxygen tension in detail, we turn next to the territory of a single draining vein in the interior of the subsection and its tributary arterioles.
Microvascular Blood Pressure
Hemodynamic simulations for a pressure drop between penetrating arterioles and draining vein of 40 mmHg are depicted in Fig. 7a . Pressure drops in the territory were computed as 8.2 ± 2.1 mmHg across the arteriole tree, 20 ± 1.3 mmHg across the capillary bed, and 9.3 ± 1.6 mmHg across the venous side. Accordingly, the capillaries offer the largest flow resistance.
Blood Flow and Velocity Predictions
Blood flow through a single draining venule was predicted as 800 nL/min as shown in Fig. 7d ; this number equals a perfusion of 68 mL/100 g/min. This simulation blood perfusion result agrees with experimental values of 50-70 mL/100 g/min found in the open literature. 58 Blood velocity can be established as 15 mm/s at the arteriole inlets, 0.1 mm/s in capillary vessels and 14 mm/s at the venous outlet as shown Fig. 7b . These predictions compare well to prior velocimetry studies which measured arteriole blood velocity at 14 mm/s. 41 
Hemodynamic State Changes Along Multiple Erythrocyte Paths
We further investigated hemodynamic state properties along multiple paths of red blood cells traveling from the penetrating arterioles to the draining vein. Alternate pathways commenced at pial surfaces then descend into the penetrating arterioles, traversed the capillary labyrinth, and finally terminated at the draining vein. At each junction, a random choice among alternative downstream paths was made, and the hemodynamic states-blood pressure, velocity, and oxygen content-along the itinerary were recorded with results visualized in Fig. 7 . A total of more than 236,000 different paths were identified connecting a penetrating arteriole to the draining vein. Twelve typical samples were selected as illustrated in panels 1-3 of Fig. 7 . Path lengths varied from 1.78 to 6.81 mm. Figure 7a demonstrates that the blood pressure decreases monotonically in all paths; yet the profiles are not identical. Figure 7b depicts that the blood flow velocity is highest in the penetrating arterioles, v a = 15 mm/s, at a minimum in the capillaries, v c~1 00 lm/s, and again rises in the draining vein, v v = 14 mm/s, which has been qualitatively observed in previous studies. 78 Blood pressure dropped about 40 mmHg from the penetrating arteriole to the corresponding vein.
Simulated Transit Times
We determined dynamic trajectories of contrast agent infused into the cortical microcirculation to quantitatively analyze transit time behavior similar to a clinical angiography exam (figures not shown) with Eq. (7). The mean transit time between the inlet penetrating arteriole (d i = 39 lm) and the draining vein (d i = 120 lm) was found to be, s = 0.4 s. This value reported in Table 2 falls within the range of human microvasculature transit times. 17, 66, 77 Dynamic Contrast Agent Dilution
Axial Oxygen Gradients
Axial gradients across microcirculatory paths inside the territory of a single draining vein are depicted in Fig. 7c . The computations show the gradual drop in arteriole oxygen tension from the penetrating arteriole of 80 mmHg to 40 mmHg in the draining vein. These numbers are similar to trends in oxygen tension found for the rodent cortex. 73 There is a wide spectrum of path lengths through the microcirculation. We also Distance from (I) arteriole , um Oxygen Tension, mmHg Devor, 2011 100-200um This Work, 1mm Analysis of twelve distinct paths a single red blood cell may take when traveling from a feeding descending arteriole to a nearby draining venule. Panels 1-3 each depict four typical sample paths chosen randomly, colored blue, green, yellow, and red. In total there are >236,000 number of paths for a single territory.
found that longer paths tend to leave the capillary bed with lower oxygen tension than shorter paths. The venous mixing effect resulting from capillary inflow with varying oxygen tension was predicted by the network model and has been well established experimentally. 74 In our model the arterioles contributed 20% of the total oxygen extraction, while the bulk occurred in the capillary bed. These fractions of oxygen extraction match the 20% reported by Vovenko and Popel. 64, 73 Radial Oxygen Perfusion Profiles Radial oxygen perfusion profiles in the tissue were assessed as a function of radial distance to the nearest blood vessel. As shown in Fig. 8 , a single penetrating arteriole marked as (I) was selected as a vessel of interest. Its perivascular oxygen tension field was traced as it descended through the cortical layers. Radial oxygen gradients were captured for this penetrating arteriole in the molecular, external pyramidal and internal pyramidal layers. To better assess the evolution of oxygen tension profiles, laminar tissue slices of the microvascular subsection were created and contour maps of the oxygen tension field were generated. We also produced a display of the tissue oxygen gradient fields (vector field depicted by arrows) for the 400 lm and 1 mm laminae of the cortical tissue shown in the top row of Fig. 8 . The radial oxygen gradients around the penetrating arteriole were higher near the cortical surface than in deeper regions. Radial oxygen tension in the molecular layer ranged from 80 mmHg at a distance of 10 lm, to 45 mmHg at 50 lm distance. The oxygen tensions in the external and internal pyramidal layers were~50 mmHg at 10 lm, to 40 mmHg at 50 lm of distance as shown in panels A, B, and C of Fig. 8 . The computed profiles agreed with the trends of laminar oxygen gradients obtained in the rodent cortex. 9, 14 These oxygen gradients seem to be a result of the capillary-depleted regions adjacent to larger arterioles. The high oxygen tension in the perivascular space make it plausible why there is no need for capillaries close to arterioles.
We also simulated oxygen tension in regions embedded in the dense capillary mesh, but situated further away from larger blood vessels. Our simulations for regions without larger vessels show shallow oxygen profiles, completely flattening about 30 lm away from the nearest capillary. We also investigated whether intracapillary gradients became steeper with higher oxygen demand. To emulate this effect, we adjusted the parameters CMRO within physiologic ranges. The parameter sensitivity studies as a function of CMRO revealed that the level of oxygen tension dropped with increasing metabolic demand (Results not shown).
DISCUSSION
We presented a computer model to predict oxygen exchange between the microvasculature and brain cells in a relatively large cortical subsection. We developed a novel dual mesh technique to overcome problem size limitations that would be required in simulations with a single computational mesh smoothly connecting microvessels and brain cells at the length scale of individual capillaries. The use of two distinct coarse overlapping meshes avoided the need for a contiguous mesh sharply separating both compartments. The numerical quality of the method was established with mesh independence studies and validation against the analytical approaches. Our novel method applied to a relatively large cortical subsection captured every single blood vessel including all capillaries, yet kept the problem size for steady blood flow as well as oxygen exchange between blood and tissue tractable. Top row also shows the oxygen tension gradient in the molecular layer (a) as a vector field at 400 lm and 1 mm. In-plane radial oxygen gradients of three arterials (I-III) are displayed in the left hand column (Panels A 1 , B 1 , C 1 ) . The right hand column shows inplane oxygen tension as a function of distance to arterioles (I). The simulated oxygen gradient agrees with trends observed in vivo in the rat cortex 9 in panels A 2 to C 2 .
We also introduced a novel method to build pial and cortical arterial as well as venous trees by combining real image data with a modified CCO technique to synthesize blood vessels below the image resolution. We further presented a new method to create an anastomosed capillary bed based on Voronoi tessellation. We described the step-by-step construction mechanism as well as the mathematical operations to attain desirable properties such as segment length, degree of tortuosity and smooth diameter transitions from pre-capillaries to post-capillary venules. The capillary bed algorithm offers consistent closure to microcirculation models with a physiological basis significantly advancing prior models limited to arterial trees, or merely using mathematical arguments to ''close'' the system equations without anatomically consistent representation of the capillary bed.
Our morphologically accurate, physiologically consistent, multi-scale computer network model of the cortical microcirculation encompasses the spatial arrangement of all cerebral vessels ranging from the pial arterioles and venules down to the level of individual capillaries as well as the surrounding extravascular space. Distribution of vessel blood pressure, flow, velocity and oxygen tension in both vessels and cerebral tissue were predicted in three dimensional spatial coordinates. A detailed comparison with prior experiments as well as the extensive compilation of earlier models demonstrates that our large models matched known literature values for blood flow, blood flow velocities, cerebral blood flow per volume and trends of pressure distribution. The large portion of blood flow resistance predicted for the microvascular bed implicate capillaries as an effective location for blood flow control, and in effect also an ideal actuator site to regulate oxygen supply. Small changes in capillary lumen or boundary layer resistance 41 would very sensitively impact flow distribution and indirectly control oxygen exchange.
Perivascular oxygen gradients were found to be flatter in deeper pyramidal layers compared to the molecular layer closer to the cortical surface. Our model also quantified the gradual oxygen extraction along penetrating arterioles; a trend observed previously in the cortex of animals. The predicted threedimensional oxygen distribution also showed larger oxygen gradients around arterioles, whereas areas distant of larger blood vessels exhibited flatter oxygen gradients. Also, the oxygen tension around capillaries appears to be almost uniform. It seems plausible that the random arrangement of the cortical microvasculature is capable of ensuring adequate oxygen levels for neurons irrespective of their location in the cortex.
The flatter profiles in deeper cortical layers should not be mistaken for lacking oxygen gradients between the extra-and intracellular compartments. The current tissue model does not distinguish between the extraand intracellular spaces. Consequently, the mass transfer from the extracellular compartment through the cell membrane to the site of mitochondrial metabolism of oxygen are currently not resolved in our computations. Instead, a simplified first order cellular metabolism rate has been assigned to the lumped extravascular compartment. Intracellular oxygen gradients and oxygen tension in the mitochondria have not been addressed in this study.
Our simulations are carried on such a large computational domain without cutting large vessels so that the resolution of the boundary interface for the capillary vessels and the tissue elements does not impact the results in the interior. Our large scale approach also addresses the call for a new methodological framework to reduce the number of boundary nodes. Our in silico subsection of the brain has a very small number of boundary nodes, roughly 3.0% for the vascular network and only 2.2% for the tissue mesh. A large model with only a small fraction of boundary nodes frees the analysis from the burden of engineering specific boundary conditions for each vessel group; a process which runs the risk of importing undue boundary effects into the computational domain.
Future work should include more complete cellular metabolic mechanisms involving ATP production, glucose, CO 2 transport, and pH calculation. A two phase model for the bound and free oxygen could be incorporated by considering the relationship between oxygen concentration and oxygen tension as described by the Hill equation. 23 Moreover, the formation and dissociation of carboxylic acid is a major factor in controlling pH levels, which affects the oxygen binding kinetics of hemoglobin. Future models should also easily incorporate variable hematocrit. Pulsatile blood flow through compliant blood vessels would allow for open and closed loop control of cerebral blood flow, and more interestingly oxygen dynamics to better elucidate BOLD signals in functional MRI. Detailed dynamics of vasodilation and vasoconstriction in cerebral autoregulation have also not yet been addressed in this work. Regional activation of specific cortical layers requires closed loop dynamics of autoregulatory control, possibly through oxygen-chemoreceptive neurons which release biochemical signaling agents such as nitric oxide or catecholamine. 46 Our model elucidates the role of the three-dimensional spatial arrangement of the microcirculation on cortical oxygen supply. Extensive literature validation confirmed the model's ability to match hemodynamic and oxygen tension trends within experimental tolerances and uncertainty. Using the proposed dual mesh techniques, it is conceivable that a biological simulation encompassing each brain cell will become tractable in the near future.
APPENDIX 1: GENERATION OF MESH-LIKE CAPILLARY BED
We invented a novel computational method to synthesize mesh-like capillary networks. A mesh-like capillary bed connected to the arterial and venous trees is essential for the anatomically consistent closure of hemodynamic simulations with the following key properties: (i) even random spacing of desired average segment length (ii) connection to arteriole and venule terminals (iii) adjustable degree of tortuosity, and (iv) smooth diameter transitions from the pre-capillaries to post-capillary venules. To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm for capillary synthesis has never been proposed in the literature.
The methodology encompasses a six step procedure illustrated Fig. 9 frames a-e. In the first step, the computational domain between the terminal nodes of the arterial (a 1 , a 2 ) and venous (v 1 ) trees is evenly divided by Delaunay triangulation. 8 The Delaunay mesh creates an even partition of the intravascular space. This partition is shown in Fig. 9a by triangles for clarity. The new Delaunay nodes are more densely spaced than the arterial and venous terminals (a 1 , a 2 , v 1 ). The number of Delaunay nodes controls the desired average capillary segment length in the emerging capillary bed. It is tempting to use the Delaunay edges directly as capillary segments. However, the branching factor of three-dimensional Delaunay meshes is not physiological, easily exceeding 50 edges per node in complex brain geometries, while real capillary meshes have only bifurcations (branching factor of two).
Therefore, we construct the dual mesh, know as a Voronoi tessellation, 72 as depicted in Fig. 9b . The Voronoi cells have branching factors of two in two dimensions, and three in for three dimensions. To provide closure, each arterial terminal is connected to the closest capillary node. Similarly, each terminal node of the venous tree is linked to the Voronoi mesh without allowing a venous and an arterial terminal to connect to the same capillary node. In effect, the arterial and the venous trees are linked through the capillary bed creating a closed network structure without dangling segments. The crude Voronoi capillary mesh depicted in Fig. 9c requires three more refinement steps for better physiological match with real capillary beds.
In every capillary node with more than three segment connections, one superfluous segment can be deleted. This process we term pruning is required only three dimensional Voronoi meshes (not shown).
We choose to eliminate the shortest edge, whose removal does not leave another node connected to the deleted edge dangling. We refrained from pruning Voronoi trifurcations in which no edge can be removed without causing dangling capillary nodes.
Several researchers have pointed out the significance of the tortuosity in hemodynamic simulations. 18 Optionally, we can control tortuosity of capillary segments by Bezier curve interpolation, as depicted in Fig. 9D with detailed mathematical description given in Appendix 2.
The pruned, tortuous capillary bed still requires the reasonable diameters for each segment. A simple choice is constant diameters for all segments, but has the disadvantage of sharp transitions from the arteriole tree to the capillary bed, and from the capillary bed to the venous tree. We propose to enforce smooth diameter transitions with slight tapering coming from the arteriole side and slow diameter increases towards the venous side as follows: We perform blood flow simulations as in Eq. (2)- (3) through the network as a function of segment length and diameter. The mean pressure, P, is defined as the arithmetic mean of all capillary node pressures; r F is its standard deviation. All segments within the pressure range, P ± 2r F , were assigned the minimum diameter, D min = 3 lm. Pre-and post capillary segments connecting to arteriole and venule terminals were assigned a diameter commensurate with their parent terminal. For all segments between the terminals and the minimum diameter group, we computed their diameters by iteratively executing the averaging scheme given in Eq. (8) . This method for ensuring smooth diameter transitions is similar to physiological regularization techniques. Our level-set type approach gives rise to smooth diameter transitions, which monotonically decreases from inlet pre-capillary vessels to the smallest capillaries, then increase to the post-capillary veins.
Capillary diameter smoothing
where d i , j is the diameter of segment j connected to segment i If needed to further reduce sharp diameter transitions, the flow computations can be repeated with the adjusted diameters. Additional passes of diameter averaging can be performed until a sufficiently smooth diameter transition and spectrum is achieved.
APPENDIX 2: CUBIC BEZIER CURVES
A cubic Bezier curve is a vector function in terms of the scalar parameter t as defined in Eq. (9) . It is defined by two end points, P 0 Fig. 10 . The endpoints delineate the curve; the control points dictate the shape of the curve.
For each capillary segment between points P 0 * and P 1 * , a 3D Bezier curve with desired degree of tortuosity can be constructed. To ensure reasonable transitions between different segments, we derive the control points for a given segment as a function of its neighboring segments. The first step is to find the auxiliary point A 0 * , defined as the average of the set of points, 
Finally, the desired control C 0 * and C 1 * are calculated with Eq. (11) , where the scalar a controls the degree of tortuosity: a = 0 produces a straight line, a = 1.0 gives in the most tortuous curve. We recommend a value of a = 0.25 for natural capillary mesh appearance. Sample meshes with and without Bezier vessels are depicted in panels C and D of Fig. 10 . Note that arc lengths of Bezier curves given in Eq. (12) in are always greater than the straight line counterpart. Steps E to F can be repeated to eliminate sharp diameter transitions at the inlets and outlets of the capillary bed. At the request of one reviewer, we also included a comparison of our dual mesh technique with an analytical Krogh model. Even though the Krogh cylinder offers an analytical solution to the oxygen diffusion with 0th order reaction, it has several limitations including the lack of axial dispersion which makes it imperfect for numerical validation studies. 36 Several extension of the Krogh model have been proposed by Secomb, 25 but approaches like Green's function are beyond the intended scope of numerical validation of our network.
We plotted the results for a cylindrical domain with a single blood vessel in its center as described in Krogh's original work. 37 The analytical radial concentration profiles, C(r,z) at different levels of the axial coordinate are given Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) as a function of the product of the inlet concentration, C 0 , and the bulk velocity, V, the radius of the vessel, r C , the thickness of the wall t m , the radius of the tissue cylinder, r T , and the zero order rate of solute destruction in the tissue, R 0 , and the diffusion of the solute in tissue, D. The concentration of solute in the tissue at the wall boundary, C r cþtm equal to the flux of transport through the vessel governed by the mass transport coefficient, K 0 , as shown in Eq. (14) . Finally, Eq. (14) includes the axial concentration profile inside the blood vessel, C(z), at the axial coordinate, z. The radial and axial solute gradients were computed for the analytic solution as shown in Fig. 11 . 
We compare oxygen extraction numerically computer with our model to the analytical Krogh model. The central blood vessel was discretized with cylindrical segments of Dz = 8 lm in length. A relatively coarse tetrahedral mesh to represent the extravascular space was constructed with the same dimensions, a mesh edge length of 34 lm, which is the same resolution as used the main paper. Flow, oxygen inlet concentration, mass transfer and 0th order oxygen consumption were implemented with the same parameters as in the Krogh model listed compactly in Table 4 . Figure 11 summarize the results for the analytical and the numerical methods described in this work. Radial oxygen profiles of all tetrahedral cells falling with at an axial range of z = 570 ± 1 mm were plotted as dots in Fig. 11 . For the analytical solution, two profiles were drawn for z = 569 mm and z = 571 mm, corresponding to the extreme axial positions of the tetrahedral elements in that zone. The analytical and our numerical results are in excellent agreement as expected.
For completeness, we also checked total oxygen exchange and plotted the radial oxygen profiles. Although the total oxygen exchange matches exactly within numerical tolerances, the extraction profile along the axis cannot be identical as expected. This result is valid, as the Krogh model neglects axial dispersion, while our model does not. Therefore the slight mismatch is actually a confirmation of the quality of the proposed technique.
Additionally, a molar balance was constructed to determine the soundness of the discrete method and enforcement of mass conservation. This compares to the 0th destruction rate computed by the analytical and discrete methods with a reported numeric error <0.002. This error scales accordingly for the large microvessel subsection model presented in this paper.
